Welcome
Welcome to the Universal Film Festival, one of the largest film festivals in the Midwest. We strive to be an
annual entertainment event that celebrates the art of independent film, attracting filmmakers and filmgoers from all walks of life. Our festival provides filmmakers with excellent opportunities for networking
and promotion of their work and talent through the magic of film!
Universal Film Festival was founded in 2007 by artists with entreprenuial imagination and vision. The
mission of the Universal Film Festival is to create and continue to provide a credible and accessible venue
for aspiring and talented filmmakers seeking a medium with which to showcase their work nationally and
internationally. The Universal Film Festival’s vision is to be the premier venue in North America for filmmakers from all over the world to present their independent film work in all categories and genres.

2017 Schedule of Events
September 28–30, 2017
All films showing at B & B Theatres - Overland Park 16

Thank you for joining us at our new location in Overland Park, Kansas!
Thursday, September 28, 2017

Friday, September 29, 2017

6:00 PM – 9:00 PM:
Opening Night Registration
Red Carpet Photo Op
Meet & Greet Reception
Cash Bar & Light Appetizers
Screening of Selected Trailers
Q & A with Selected Filmmakers

3:00 PM – 9:00 PM: Film Screenings

Saturday, September 30, 2017
1:00 PM – 9:00 PM: Film Screenings
9:00 PM: Awards Ceremony
10:00 PM – 11:30 PM: Closing Night Party, Cash Bar

8601 West 135th Street Overland Park, KS 66223
Tickets can be purchased throughout the festival
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2017 Screening Schedule
Thursday, September 28, 2017

Following Registration & Reception – Film Trailers and Q & A with Filmmakers

Friday, September 29, 2017
Theatre #11
3:00 PM 4:20 PM 5:40 PM 5:50 PM 6:20 PM 7:00 PM 7:10 PM 7:25 PM 7:35 PM 8:00 PM 8:30 PM -

Thirst (Action)
The Iron Sixth (Drama)
Annie Waits (Comedy)
Not Staying Overnight (Foreign)
Children of the Sea (Foreign)
Light Sight (Foreign)
Wire (Foreign)
Wuthering Heights (Animated)
When Angels Smile (Foreign)
New York 2150 (TV Pilot) (Science Fiction)
I Don’t Like Her (Foreign)

Theatre #12
3:00 PM 4:20 PM 6:00 PM 6:30 PM 6:35 PM 6:45 PM 7:30 PM -

The Generator (Foreign)
Los Angeles Overnight (Crime & Gangster)
Father’s Day (Documentary)
Felon (Foreign)
The Velvet Abstract (Foreign)
Wenn du Rausgehst (Step Outside) (Foreign)
Popcorn Landfill (Comedy)

Enjoy the Magic of Independent Film!

Congratulations to our Nominees! 568 Submissions - Over 60 Countries - 33 Selections

Saturday, September 30, 2017
Theatre #11
Theatre #12
1:05 PM 3:00 PM 4:30 PM 4:50 PM 5:10 PM 6:40 PM 7:00 PM -

God’s Bridge (Drama)
Barkley (Animated)
Table 21 (Comedy)
Patrick Snow & the 8 Speed Dates (Comedy)
Punarjanma (Rebirth) (Foreign)
Star David (Foreign)
Release (Drama)

3:00 PM 4:50 PM 6:00 PM 6:10 PM 6:20 PM 6:30 PM 7:50 PM 8:30 PM -

Ashes of K (Crime & Gangster)
Touch of an Angel (Documentary)
Banalities (Foreign)
Zero mm (Drama)
Perfect People (Drama)
Everybody Has an Andy Dick Story (Comedy)
Asphyxia (Science Fiction)
Must Fool Everyone (Comedy)
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2017 Festival Synopsis
Full Feature Films
Ashes of K

Crime/Drama; Juan de Armero Aguero, Canada
01:45:00
Megan, a young woman with delusional psychosis is in love with an ex-cyber criminal, Hunter, who has
been forced to work for a drug cartel. Megan thinks he
became delusional. Hunter engages in a cyber war in the
darkest corners of the network. Megan fights for her love
regardless if it is real or not. A delusional ride to the brink
of madness. A story beyond words with excellent music
by “Mike Haggith” and “The Din”.

Barkley

Animated; Li-Wei Chiu, Taiwan
01:28:00
Barkley is a fantastic journey of friendship and
courage. Fido, a little boy, stumbles upon an animal city,
where he meets Barkley the Cat and other human-like animal friends. Fido finds out that the animal city is governed
by a magician known as “God” who pretends to have infinite supernatural powers. Using dazzling tricks, the “God”
has convinced all animals to worship him unquestionably.
Fido and Barkley are determined to expose “God” for what
he truly is, a fraud, and find their way home.

Everybody Has an Andy Dick Story

Comedy/Documentary; Cathy Carlson, USA
01:17:00
Every generation has its legendary characters.
The icons who have lived outrageous lives, created hilarious stories that only their closest friends have access to.

This documentary makes you feel like you are a part of it.
Like you are at the party. And because Andy has created
thousands of great stories, there’s a pretty good chance
that you have a story about him. And let’s face it, you
probably remember it better than he does.

God’s Bridge

Drama; Girum Ermyas Gebereselassie, Ethiopia
01:39:43
Through the joy and sadness of two lovers, we
are invited on a difficult journey into a dark past in Ethiopia’s recent history. A time when freedom was a luxury
and no one was beyond the treacherous grasp of the
authorities.

Los Angeles Overnight

Crime and Gangster; Michael Chrisoulakis, USA
01:30:52
If David Lynch and the Coen Brothers had a love
child, then Los Angeles Overnight would be it. A darkly
comic, satirical thriller that looks at what it takes to make
it as an actress in Hollywood. With a nod to the LA Noir
genre, Los Angeles Overnight follows a desperate actress
who steals big from the Los Angeles underworld to fund
her Hollywood ambitions.

Popcorn Landfill

Comedy; Maranda Fritchey, USA
01:11:00
This story takes place over the course of one
night’s shenanigans as the adventure of two guys gets
out of hand and snowballs to the absurd. Popcorn Landfill
is a micro budget film that is a hilarious blend of art and
entertainment.

Punarjanma (Rebirth)

Foreign; Sajan Shrestha, Nepal
01:25:14
Punarjanma (Rebirth) is a movie based on a
true story during the insurgency period of Nepal. Many
soldiers, policemen and rebels lost their lives, many
escaped and returned back, and many disappeared. In
the case of one soldier named Amar, he was accidentally
pronounced dead through mistaken identity, however
in reality he was living as a prisoner of war. When Amar
managed to escape and return home, his homecoming was not so simple because he had previously been
pronounced dead in accordance with Hindu cremation
rituals. He had to be Reborn again in order to return to
his previous life. The Rebirth rituals included spending
nine days in a mud pot, and remarrying his wife.

Release

Drama; Edward Varnie, USA
01:25:00
Forced by a life-altering situation, to finally survive on her own, an emotionally damaged woman must
learn to take control of her life while coming to terms
with her identity and estranged family.

The Generator

Science Fiction/Foreign; Rudy Carpio, UK
01:11:56
Can machines replace human touch? Virtual
technologies and human touch interaction blend when
scientist Max Bernholm discovers that by connecting
himself to a computer server he can achieve “the human
feel.” This allows users of the program, known as “The
Generator,” to experience the same feelings that the
human subjects were experiencing when connected to
their computer systems. Leander, the captain of the subjects, was brought in as a kid and trained to make other
people’s dreams or fantasies come true within the virtual
world. However when Max, testing his newest technology of mind control, starts to lose control, Leander and his
girlfriend Natalia are drawn into a hazardous game. The
only chance to stop Max depends on Leander gambling
with his life, but if he succeeds, he could save not only his
own life, but the lives of his loved ones.

The Iron Sixth

Drama; Christopher O’Brien, Canada
01:16:00
Betrayal. Murder. Revenge. Those who say
dead men tell no tales never met Thomas LeMond.
Running out of time to save himself, he turns to those
he shouldn’t trust - his wife, his mistress, his mentor.
Everyone knows whodunit - he’ll race the clock to reveal
if anyone cares.
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Thirst

Action/Adventure; Avon Singh, South Africa
01:51:00
1985, Texas. Two teenagers John and Danny are
best friends until a new girl in school, Hope, chooses
Danny. Six years later, after enlisting in the US Armed
Forces, the pair finds themselves captured and held
in a secret prisoner of war camp in Iraq. They, as well
as other American prisoners, escape the camp but are
further complicated by being dehydrated, stuck in the
desert and being pursued by the Iraqi forces. Will they
survive or will they die of... Thirst?

Touch of an Angel

Documentary; Marek Tomasz Pawlowski, Poland
01:00:00
The Bureau of Jewish Emigration Auschwitz’
Never Before Told Story, Touch of an Angel is a very
personal, poetic tale of a deaf man who returns to the
places where he found refuge as a boy. He finds his hiding places bring back horrific memories. This is not just
a wartime story but an account of how even the smallest gesture can save a life. The film presents completely
unknown facts about the existence of a failed Bureau of
Emigration of Jews to Palestine in Auschwitz town. What
went so terribly wrong in a place which became later
infamous for its gas chambers?

Short Films
Annie Waits

Short/Comedy; Marnie Paxton-Harris, UK
00:10:55
Based on, you know - life. We’ve all waited for
‘the one’. The one who catches our eye, the one who
keeps our interest, the one who won’t expect us to
trudge down that conventional path. Annie Waits tells the
story of lust and disappointment, as a twenty-something
waits for her adult life to begin.

Asphyxia

Short/Science Fiction; Alessandra Angeli, Italy
00:45:00
In the future, Emily, Michael and Connor are
forced to flee and take refuge in a mausoleum in ruins.
They are led by a soldier, Ivan. From the headland we can
see the half-ruined city. The refugees are preparing to set
off to find their family members. Their memories waking
and sleeping show us how they had to begin to live constantly with oxygen canisters and why they had to flee.
A form of pollution, still unknown to all ordinary citizens,
is multiplying its effects in the soil, in the water, in the
air, and it’s starting to shake the skies. The Earth’s crust is
suffering and reacts, taking away the lifeblood: oxygen.
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Banalities

Short/Drama/Foreign; Rafael de Andrade, Brazil
00:10:00
It’s an ordinary day until Jorge realizes he’s being betrayed and directs all his anger at the bricklayer
working at his home. Sometimes, banal decisions have
unexpected consequences.

Children of the Sea

Short/Foreign; Gabriel Mills Wiredu, Ghana
00:30:00
A man buys and uses young children in his fishing business. His latest purchase is Razak with his sister
Ramatu. Razak’s desire to go to school and his determination to protect his sister from sexual abuse leads to
his untimely death.

Father’s Day

Documentary; Joe Pisciotta, USA
00:27:31
For children who lose their parents to death or
a military deployment, there’s a level of sympathy and
understanding. When a child loses a parent because the
parent is serving time, that level of empathy just doesn’t
exist. Along with incarceration must come rehabilitation
to break this cycle of intergenerational incarceration.

Felon

Short/Drama; Cameron Radice, USA
00:04:00
A burglar is caught off guard when the homeowners he’s robbing return unexpectedly. While hiding in the
house, he witnesses something he wished he hadn’t and
must make a decision that will change the course of his life
forever.
Our choices define what we truly are.

I Don’t Like Her

Short/Foreign; Javad Daraei, Iran
00:11:00
Eli has been involved in a personality dualism and
regardless of her constant disagreements with her father,
she still seeks her true nature.

Light Sight

Short/Animation/Foreign; Seyed M. Tabatabaei, Iran
00:07:34
M.E., the imprisoned character in a room is attracted to a hanging light and tries to catch it. But the room itself
becomes an obstacle in his way.
(Short Films continued on next page)
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Must Fool Everyone

Short/Comedy; Angela LaRocca, USA
00:29:31
Eugene is a quirky 20-something with a heart of
gold, and zero luck in the dating world. He is bored in his
day job at a technology company and takes refuge in a
weekly poetry jam, where his creative juices can flow. Eugene’s friend pushes him to man up and talk to the cute
barista he’s had a crush on. Can he live up to his commitment to his dream girl? He MUST FOOL EVERYONE.

New York 2150: Bounty Hunter Hunted

TV Pilot/Science Fiction; Harry Assouline, USA
00:19:54
New York 2150 is an introduction to a story that
will hopefully span three eight-episode seasons. Intergalactic bounty hunter Jayden Jaxon partners with ex-cop
Mac Cole to track down a psychotic killer for a generous
fee. When their search brings Jayden back to his hometown, the ghosts of his past haunt every corner of New
Manhattan.

Not Staying Overnight

Short/Foreign; Kirill Makarenkov, Russia
00:26:42
Zhenya comes to his former village to sell the old
house. He meets his old love Katya and gets an invitation
to her friend’s birthday party. Zhenya’s journey doesn’t

pass over without incidents – a scuffle and get-together
with the locals. The simple trip turns into a serious challenge. Will he pass this sudden life exam?

Patrick Snow and the Eight Speed Dates

Short/Comedy; Lauren Jackson, USA
00:14:37
Find out what happens when a broken hearted
guy is tricked into going speed dating and meets eight
unusual women.

Perfect People

Short/Drama; Enrique Diaz, USA
00:16:38
A young couple on the verge of divorce meets
an older man who saves them from a storm. It is a story of
hope even when everything seems bleak.

Star David

Short/Foregin; Eugene Koshin, Ukraine
00:16:00
12 year old Dinka studies at a Jewish orthodox
orphanage. Despite the best efforts of the headmistress
to educate the girls in the spirit of Jewish tradition and to
protect them from the temptations of the outside world,
Dinka finds herself falling in love with hunky Hollywood
star, David Travis. She decides to marry him by the Talmudic rules and writes letters to Hollywood.

Table 21

Short/Comedy; Brooke Jolley, USA
00:19:46
A nosy and overzealous waiter gets obsessively
wrapped up in the personal affairs of a mysterious
couple.

The Velvet Abstract

Short/Animated/Science Fiction; James Hughes, UK
00:07:16
Environmental concerns facing the planet are
voiced in a narrated poem with twenty-six sequences
colored with the same cinematographic style of dark
purple throughout the film. This purple symbolizes the
stain of mankind on the planet – a bruised Earth. Leading CG artists from six continents worked on this film.
A global project, by global collaborators, with a global
message.

Wenn du Rausgehst (Step Outside)

Short/Foreign; Nuria Gómez Garrido, Germany
00:25:00
Jana is fourteen. To win her ex-boyfriend Leo
back she sends him a photo of her breasts. However,
Leo forwards the photo to other friends, and suddenly
everybody seems to know it. All by herself now, Jana has
to find a way to deal with the bullying.

When Angels Smile or The Tale of Rebel Bald

Short/Drama/Foregin; Hicham Elladdaqi, Morocco
00:20:00
Ayoub is born with alopecia and is bullied for
his baldness throughout his childhood. Coming from a
marginalized neighborhood, he shares the dream of being able to fly one day along with his role model, Anass.
When Ayoub’s foster mother dies, he becomes a great
rebel and everyone is afraid of him.

Wire

Short/Drama; Berkay Hasbay, Turkey
00:14:59
This short film is the story of the dissolution of a
family fleeing from Syria.
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Wuthering Heights

Short/Animated/Romance; Shirin Ashtari, Iran
00:07:30
This short animation is an adaptation of the
classic Emily Brontë novel.

Zero mm

Short/Drama; Semaa Samir, Iraq
00:25:21
A boy living in a scrap yard finds a camcorder
and decides to make a film of himself and some of the
other homeless children, recording their struggles and
desires in life.

Meet the Team
Ben Bahmani
Founder and CEO

The festival founder, Ben Bahmani’s
philosophy is simply, “No Boundaries”
for the vision and artistic talent in
filmmaking.
An industry professional since 1990,
Ben Bahmani is the Founder and President of American Artist Agency, Inc.
As Founder and CEO of the Universal
Film Festival, Ben Bahmani knows
what qualities are needed to turn a
dream into a reality; and from that, a
reality into a success. His love for filmmaking began in 1994 when
he co-produced his first feature film and documentary. Since then,
the desire to get behind the scenes and encourage other filmmakers has been his passion.

Stephen Bahmani
Assistant Director

A recent graduate from the University
of Kansas where he earned a Bachelor’s degree in Communication and
Media Studies, Stephen Bahmani
serves as our utility team member.
He handles such areas as marketing
and technical support by coordinating with local media outlets and
filmmakers, maintaining social media
presence, promoting, and judging
film submissions. Moving forward, he
plans to eventually work behind the scenes, aspiring to be on the
production and creative development side of TV and film.

Christine Gilbert
Public Relations

Christine comes to us with a host of
talents. Her work as the Director of
American Artist Agency launched
her into a career in modeling, print,
film, radio and TV. She has been in
the industry for over a decade and
most recently has filmed several
commercials with top organizations
in the country. Her entrepreneurial
spirit has given her past success in
many business endeavors. Her most
favored project yet is her current work as an Author and Publisher.
Christine volunteers for various non-profit organizations and has
received education in the areas of Business Administration and
Foreign Language.
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Universal Film Festival Headquarters:
1626 Broadway St, Kansas City, MO 64108
info@universalfilmfestival.com
www.universalfilmfestival.com

816.474.9988

Regina Johnson
Executive Producer

The entrepreneurial sprit is what
Regina thrives on! With a background
in financial services, to owning her
own businesses, Regina is up to the
challenge of promoting a phenomenal film festival. Meeting, greeting
and coordinating people are what
Regina does best. Regina brings over
twenty years of experience to the
film industry, both on a national and
international level.

Katrina Dawn
Social Events Coordinator

Katrina has a strong background in
international business services and
is a highly successful model. She has
more than 20 years of valuable experience in the modeling industry and
managed daily operations of a talent
agency for over 10 years. She was
crowned Ms. Missouri in 2008 and her
daughter has followed in her footsteps as Miss Kansas Teen America.

Sara Madson
Social Media Communications

Sara is a graduate of the University
of Illinois with degrees in Marketing,
English and French. Sara is a member
of MENSA, as well as a member of IRA
and BOMA professional commercial
real estate associations. She has 20
years real estate experience, and 10
years commercial property management. Aside from work, her many
talents and interests include piano,
viola, yoga, sailing, skiing and raising
3 teenagers. She also won first place in the Dallas marathon in her
age group. We are lucky to have Sara’s contributions to our team.

“Our purpose is to increase the filmmakers’ audience,
and for the filmgoers enjoyment. I want them to
laugh, cry, feel good, become connected and
inspired. I want them to take away something and
apply it in their own lives. ” ~ Ben Bahmani, CEO

Lindsay Heather Rose
Sales and Marketing

Lindsay has a passion to help people
succeed, which she has been doing in
her business for nearly 20 years. She
founded Love Potion IX in 1999 and
has been highly successful at creating
matches in the Kansas City area.
She is excited to bring her experience,
professionalism, enthusiasm, and love
of film to the Universal Film Festival
and create fulfilling and long-lasting
partnerships.

The Law Firm of Shouse & Raithel, p.c.
Thomas Raithel, Attorney at Law
4218 Roanoke Rd.
Kansas City, MO 64111
816-531-7775

Jenny Hardie
Visual Communications

The Universal Film Festival is very
privileged to have Jenny as our
graphic designer. She graduated from
Missouri State University with a degree in Graphic Design and Marketing
in 2003. For the last 10 years, she has
freelanced as a graphic designer, artist, model, and belly dancer. She won
2nd place in the Kansas State Belly
Dance Contest in 2014, has danced
internationally in Beirut, Lebanon as
well as Jamaica, and has starred in the independent Bollywoodstyle feature film called “Welcome to America” released in 2016. A
former Kansas City resident, she is currently based in Austin, Texas.

Mixing Singles
& Creating Couples
Kansas City’s Singles, Dating,
& Matchmaking Service
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www.XSLIGHTING.com

Meet the Judges

Winners are selected by a judging
panel of film industry professionals,
business professionals, as well as the
Universal Film Festival executives.

Universal Film Festival Judging Panel - Past & Present Judges
Tushar Tyagi is an Indian born filmmaker. He holds a degree in Computer Engineering and a
degree in Filmmaking. From a very early age, he realized he wanted to tell stories, and show
life as art and art as life. He decided to be a filmmaker to transform his imagination to the big
screen. After being an award winner at Universal Film Festival in 2014, Tushar has made many
award winning films such as Hari, Rose, A Broken Egg & Gulabee.
Timothy English was born and raised right here in Kansas City. He is a

Tushar Tyagi

graduate of the University of Missouri-Kansas City, where he studied film,
marketing, and advertising. As a filmmaker, journalist, and film critic, Tim
remains actively involved in the film community. He has written, directed,
and starred in several independent films shot in the KC area and is the
founding director of the “Terror on the Plains Horror Film Festival”, which
is entering its sixth year terrifying Kansas City horror fans. A career writer,
Tim has been a film critic and journalist for Examiner.com since 2009 and a
guest critic on KC Live! since 2013. He is a member of the Kansas City Film
Critics Circle and the Broadcast Film Critics Circle. Tim works as a copywriter for Gragg Advertising and continues to make Kansas City his home.

Timothy English

Thomas R. Raithel, Attorney at Law, has practiced law in the Westport
area of Kansas City for nearly 20 years, specializing in tax law and estate
planning. He has been a judge for the Universal Film Festival since its
inception.

Photo: LifeTouch

Lenora Wuattoux

Lenora Wuattoux is a native New Yorker, has lived here in Kansas City
for over 16 years. Wuattoux has a long background in film, television and
Broadway. She has worked on projects with 20th Century Fox, many of the
major New York television networks, and the Shubert brothers on Broadway. You have also seen her on our very own KCPT. Lenora says, “The art
of story telling has been nourishing the mind and spirit of man for generations. I find comfort and pleasure in one of the oldest stories, which starts,
‘In the beginning’.”

Elham Eghbal

Dr. Elham Eghbal received her doctorate from Tehran, Iran University, in 2007.

She has a private
OBGYN practice in Tehran. She is an avid lover of film. She enjoys watching independent films in
her spare time, and we are thankful to have her as a Universal Film Festival judge.

Dr. Tom Poe

Tom Poe, PhD., is an award winning Professor of Film Theory and Criticism
at The University of Missouri, Kansas City. Dr. Poe is long time film critic for N.P.R. station KCUR and
has published numerous articles and book chapters on film criticism published by The British Film
Institute and Oxford University Press. Dr. Poe is a founding National Committee Member of GLAAD.

Shawn Edwards is a journalist, TV and film producer and event consultant. As a nationally recognized film critic for Fox 4 News in Kansas City, Missouri, he has won numerous national awards
including Best TV Film Critic twice by the LA Press Club’s National Entertainment Journalism Awards.
Edwards has produced numerous TV shows and documentaries for FGW Productions and BlackTree
TV both based in Los Angeles. Edwards created Iloveblackmovies in 2008 the popular website, web
series and movie community. He is a life-long lover of movies who began making his own films in
the 7th grade. He is director of the Kansas City Jewish Film Festival and co-creator of “Movie Trip TV.”

Shawn Edwards

A Special Thanks to our Sponsors
Accent Video
Advanced Aesthetics
Aestheti.care
American Artist Agency
Bio Balance Health
Care Plant
CBD Pure American Shaman
Channel 41 Action News
Fox 4 News
Gigi the Vegan
Jenny Design
Kansas City Transportation Group
KnowMyArea
Love Potion IX
McQuaid Brothers Construction
Quality Litho
Results Chiropractic, Dr. Stephen Price
Taishi Studios
The Law Firm of Shouse & Raithel, P.C.
The Red Door Group - Reece & Nichols
XS Lighting, Sound and Visualization

Program Design By:

JENNY
DESIGN

art & graphic design
417.350.2186
jennydesign@gmail.com

Printing By:
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accentvideo.us
opmedspa.com
greatskinkc.com
americanartistagency.com
biobalancehealth.com
careplant.com
pureamericanshamanCBD.com
kshb.com
fox4kc.com
gigithevegan.com
jennydesign@gmail.com
kansascitytransportationgroup.com
knowmyarea.com
lovepotionix.com
mmjhawk79@gmail.com
qualitylitho@kc.rr.com
resultschiropractic.com
taishistudios.com
Thomas Raithel, 816-531-7775
reddoorkc.com
www.xslighting.com

